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it is a poor style for a textbook—especially one for the generally un
disciplined American. If the book accompanies a course or is being 
used for review—his own suggestions for its use—then this is per
haps not such a very serious matter, and after all, the theorems do 
in a sense speak for themselves. I think however that most students 
welcome toastmasters who are willing to say a little more than the 
inevitable and perfectly useless cant, "We have the following result 
. . . we next prove . . . ." 

Those interested in finite fields will find the last chapter interesting 
and presumably useful; on the other hand they might wish the pre
ceding exposition trimmed of the material which is not really relevant 
(all the matrix theory, for instance) and to see the extra space used to 
expose the finite fields in a more complete, more organized, and more 
explanatory fashion. The computers perhaps have no use for it, but 
I for one was pained by the omission of Chevalley's theorem that a 
finite field is quasi-algebraically closed ("Demonstration d'une hypo
thèse de M. Artin," which Albert points out was actually conjectured 
some 25 years earlier by Dickson—but Artin's reasons were elegant 
and convincing). I t is a theorem which goes significantly into the 
structure of the finite field, and at the same time it has one of the 
most beautiful proofs in algebra. I t seems that the machines are to 
crush our daisies, too. 

ARTHUR MATTUCK 
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